Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Cerebral blood flow (CBF) (tissue perfusion) is tightly regulated, as it is important for adequately delivering oxygen and nutrients to tissues and carrying out waste products. Perfusion could thus provide useful information on the metabolic status and functional status of tissues and organs. For this reason, much effort has been put into its measurement. There exist two main magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) perfusion methods: bolus tracking of an exogenous endovascular tracer and arterial spin labeling (ASL).\[[@ref1]\] In this review, the theories of these two methods are briefly discussed and their applications in experimental stroke are summarized. Some new CBF technical developments, including background suppression, high spatial resolution CBF, and ASL-MRI in mice are also discussed. This review mainly discusses works done by our research group.

Perfusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging Methods {#sec1-2}
============================================

The contrast agents commonly used in MRI are based on gadolinium (or Gd^+3^ to be precise), a strongly paramagnetic but toxic substance. It is concealed by an organic complex or compound, which determines the behavior of the contrast agent within the body (e.g., half-life in the body). The paramagnetic effect of gadolinium influences the local magnetic field and leads to a large reduction in the T1 relaxation time and a smaller reduction of T2 relaxation time. A strong reduction can be seen in T2\* relaxation time measurements, which probe local magnetic field changes. Injecting such a gadolinium-based contrast agent into the body will lead to local changes in relaxation time depending on the local concentration of the contrast agent. Brain perfusion imaging performed after the intravenous administration of a gadolinium-based contrast agent is referred to as dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC). DSC utilizes the T~2~\* effect of a bolus of gadolinium --- the fundamental observation is that the agent causes a transient decrease in signal intensity during initial transit through the vasculature.\[[@ref2][@ref3]\] DSC is the most commonly used perfusion measurement method in the clinics because of its short acquisition time. By kinetic modeling of the DSC data captured using rapid imaging (most commonly echo planar imaging), CBF, cerebral blood volume (CBV), and mean transit time (MTT) can be derived. The quantification of perfusion information from DSC involves the determination of arterial input function (AIF) and deconvolution operations.\[[@ref4]\] In case the blood-brain barrier (BBB) is not intact, the tracer could leak into the extravascular space. In this condition, the contrast agent affects T~1~ and T~2~\* on the tissue compartment,\[[@ref5]\] confounding CBF calculation. More sophisticated models of the first pass kinetics are needed to correctly extract CBF and other hemodynamic parameters if BBB integrity is compromised.\[[@ref6]\]

By contrast, ASL is a perfusion MRI method for quantitatively measuring cerebral perfusion by taking advantage of using the magnetically labeled blood itself as an endogenous tracer. ASL gives absolute values of perfusion of the tissue by blood. This technique utilizes arterial water as an endogenous diffusible tracer, which is usually achieved by magnetically labeling the incoming blood.\[[@ref7]\] Thus, ASL is completely noninvasive, requiring no exogenous contrast agent or ionizing radiation. Repeated measurements can be made, which can be used for dynamic studies \[i.e., functional MRI (fMRI)\], averaging to enhance signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and/or to enhance spatial resolution. ASL requires the subtraction of two images, one in which the incoming blood has been labeled and the other in which no labeling has occurred. The typical signal difference, which can be measured in ASL is very small, with the measured ASL signal being approximately 1-1.5% of the tissue signal in the human brain. Thus, in conventional ASL experiments, several repetitions of control and label phases have to be performed to yield sufficient SNR. Efficient background suppression (BS) and image readout strategies exist\[[@ref8]\] to overcome these burdens. Original ASL techniques such as continuous\[[@ref7][@ref9]\] and pulsed ASL\[[@ref10][@ref11]\] tag the blood in larger vessels outside the imaging volume while the newer velocity-selective ASL approach\[[@ref12]\] allows tagging blood closer to (and even within) the site of imaging by only labeling spins moving within a certain velocity range independent of location.

Applications of Arterial Spin Labeling and Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast in Animal Stroke Model {#sec1-3}
=================================================================================================

Continuous arterial spin labeling (cASL) technique has been widely used in animal stroke studies. Shen *et al*. used cASL technique to measure the acute CBF changes after middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) in permanent\[[@ref13]\] and transient MCAO stroke rats.\[[@ref14][@ref15]\] Perfusion-diffusion mismatch (perfusion deficit area is larger than diffusion abnormal area) was found presented up to 3 h after occlusion \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. A CBF viability threshold yielding the lesion volumes (LV) at 3 h that best approximated the 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) infarct volumes at 24 h was found to be 0.30 ± 0.09 mL/g/min (57% ± 11% reduction). Automated cluster analysis of the perfusion and diffusion data was also been used to objectively cluster pixels of different tissue fates. Shen *et al*. developed and applied an improved algorithm based on the automated ISODATA (self-organizing data analysis algorithm) technique to characterize the spatiotemporal dynamic evolution of ischemic brain injury based on high-resolution quantitative perfusion and diffusion measurements.\[[@ref16]\] The automated ISODATA technique enables automated clustering of "normal," "at risk" (perfusion-diffusion mismatch), and "ischemic core" tissues without any thresholds. Algorithms were developed to predict ischemic tissue fate on a pixel-by-pixel basis using acute phase CBF and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) data.\[[@ref17][@ref18][@ref19][@ref20]\]

![Representative (a) ADC and (b) CBF maps from one animal. The gray scale bar indicates ADC ranges from 0 mm^2^/s to 0.001 mm^2^/s and CBF ranges from -1 mL/g/min to 2 mL/g/min (c) Temporal progression of ADC-defined and CBF-defined lesion volumes (LVs) determined by using the group average viability thresholds (57% and 30% reduction for CBF and ADC, respectively) (d) Correlation ADC-defined or CBF-defined LV versus TTC-infarct volumes. Correlation coefficient (r) and one-to-one correspondence (y = x) coefficient (R) were calculated. Group I CBF (r = 0.98, R = 0.95), group II CBF (r = 0.95, R = 0.92), group I ADC (r = 0.94, R = 0.99), and group II ADC (r = 0.93, R = 0.99). Adapted from reference\[[@ref13]\]](BC-2-20-g001){#F1}

Both ASL and DSC-MRI are widely used to image CBF in stroke. Tanaka *et al*. examined how changes in tissue spin--lattice relaxation time constant (T1), BBB permeability, and transit time affect CBF quantification by ASL and DSC in postischemic hyperperfusion in the same animals.\[[@ref5]\] They found that in normal CBF pixels, ASL- and DSC-CBF linearly correlated pixel by pixel and in hyperperfusion pixels, ASL-CBF was significantly higher than DSC-CBF pixel by pixel (by 25%). In a normal animal injected with mannitol, which breaks BBB, CBF increases in the affected hemisphere. ASL yields a higher CBF increase than DSC \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. They concluded that in normal tissue, ASL and DSC provide comparable quantitative CBF, whereas in postischemic hyperperfusion, ASL-CBF and DSC-CBF differ significantly because ischemia-induced changes in T1 and BBB permeability affect the two methods differently.

![Arterial spin labeling (ASL) cerebral blood flow (CBF) image, dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) CBF image, and ASL:DSC ratio maps from one animal of each of the three experimental groups. In the stroke animal (top row), the stroke lesion shows hyperperfusion. ASL yields a higher CBF than DSC. In the hypercapnia animal (middle row), CBF increases globally. ASL- and DSC-CBF maps show similar increases. In a normal animal injected with mannitol (bottom row), CBF increases in the affected hemisphere. ASL yields a higher CBF increase than DSC. Adapted from reference\[[@ref5]\]](BC-2-20-g002){#F2}

Postischemic hyperperfusion was also studied by Shen *et al*.\[[@ref21]\] They found that late (\>12 h) postischemic hyperperfusion was present consistently in the 30-min middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) group, present in half of the animals in the 60-min MCAO group, and absent in the 90-min MCAO group. DSC, CBF, MRI, and maximum intensity projection (MRA) independently corroborated hyperperfusion detected by cASL; DSC and cASL showed essentially identical hyperperfusion territories at 48 h after occlusion \[[Figure 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\], although quantitative comparison was not performed. MRA at 48 h after occlusion of the same rat showed thicker and brighter blood vessels with many smaller branches becoming more apparent in the ipsilateral hemisphere compared with the contralateral hemisphere \[[Figure 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]. MRA on day 7 showed that the ipsilateral arteries had similar size and brightness as the contralateral hemisphere (hyperperfusion had subsided) but they were tortuous.

![(a) Cerebral blood flow (CBF) maps obtained by continuous arterial spin labeling (cASL) and DSC 48 h after occlusion from the same animal. Display CBF scale is 0-2 mL/g/min. DSC and cASL showed essentially identical hyperperfusion territories (b) Maximum intensity projection (MRA) at 48 h (thicker and brighter blood vessels with many smaller branches becoming more apparent in the ipsilateral hemisphere) and 7 days after occlusion (similar size and brightness in both hemispheres but tortuous in the ipsilateral hemisphere) from the same animal. Adapted from reference\[[@ref21]\]](BC-2-20-g003){#F3}

Functional MRI based on CBF change is spatially more specific to the site of increased neural activity, is easier to interpret than the more commonly used blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI signals, is less susceptible to pathological perturbations to the baseline signal, and has less intersubject and day-to-day variability. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the CBF and BOLD fMRI responses to hypercapnic challenge in a stroke rat.\[[@ref22]\] The hypercapnic challenge evoked a marked CBF increase in the normal left hemisphere, slightly attenuated CBF increase in the right hemisphere (RH) "normal" tissues, and essentially no evoked CBF increase in the RH ischemic "core" and "mismatch" tissues. Hypercapnia-induced CBF increases were essentially absent in regions with perfusion deficit. Interestingly, although dependent on the precise threshold used, the BOLD activated areas appeared to be larger than the CBF activation areas, suggesting differences in metabolic and CBF changes associated with ischemic injury. Shen *et al*. performed high spatial resolution CBF and BOLD fMRI measures to forepaw stimulation in rats.\[[@ref23]\] The results showed that CBF fMRI responses peaked in layers IV--V, dropped in layers I--II and VI \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\], whereas the BOLD fMRI responses peaked in the superficial layers II--III.

![Representative CBF and ADC maps, ISODATA clusters overlaid on ADC maps, ΔCBF~CO2~ and ΔBOLD~CO2~ percent change maps overlaid on CBF images of a rat subjected to permanent focal ischemia at the 30-min time point. ISODATA cluster analysis yielded "normal" (blue), "perfusion-diffusion mismatch" (green), and "ischemic core" (red) clusters. Hypercapnia-induced CBF increase was essentially absent in regions with perfusion deficit (core and mismatch). Interestingly, hypercapnia-induced BOLD response was still observable in the mismatch region. Grayscale bar indicates ADC 0-0.001 mm^2^/s and CBF 0-3 mL/g/min. Color bar indicates ΔCBF 10-400% and ΔBOLD 1-10%. Adapted from reference\[[@ref22]\]](BC-2-20-g004){#F4}

![The CBF and BOLD fMRI responses and spatial profiles at 100 × 76 × 1,000 μm^3^ obtained using a smaller surface coil. CBF fMRI responses peaked in layers IV-V, dropped off in layers I-II and VI, whereas the BOLD fMRI responses peaked in the superficial layers II-III. The distance from 0 μm to 2,000 μm is from the cortical surface to corpus callosum boundary. Data were obtained from two animals with three repeated fMRI trials for each animal (mean ± SD). Adapted from reference\[[@ref23]\]](BC-2-20-g005){#F5}

Unlike continuous ASL, which uses a flow-dependent inversion of arterial blood in the presence of a constant gradient and RF, pulsed ASL (PASL) uses a relatively short RF pulse to invert a slab of arterial blood. Pulsed ASL acquires flow-weighted images using a subtraction between flow-sensitive images using selective inversion and flow-insensitive images using nonselective inversion. Compared with CASL, pulsed ASL offers several advantages: less sensitivity to variations in T1 relaxation time, decreased inaccuracies in estimation of blood transit time, smaller influence of magnetization transfer, and markedly reduced specific absorption rate (SAR) exposure.\[[@ref24]\] However, the overall signal is usually lower in PASL than in continuous ASL.\[[@ref24]\] There were some but not many applications\[[@ref25][@ref26][@ref27][@ref28][@ref29]\] of PASL in experimental stroke study.

New Technical Developments of Cerebral Blood Flow Methods {#sec1-4}
=========================================================

Inversion-recovery background suppression continuous arterial spin labeling {#sec2-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In ASL MRI to measure CBF, pairwise subtraction of temporally adjacent nonlabeled and labeled images often cannot completely cancel the background static tissue signal because of temporally fluctuating physiological noise. While background suppression (BS) by inversion nulling improves CBF temporal stability, imperfect pulses compromise CBF contrast. Conventional BS techniques which apply the BS inversion pulses after the spin labelling and use the arterial transit time as the inversion delay, may not be applicable in small animals because the arterial transit time is short. Shen *et al*. presents an approach of BS to overcome these drawbacks using a separate "neck" radiofrequency coil for ASL and a "brain" radiofrequency coil for BS with the inversion pulse placed before spin labeling.\[[@ref30]\] This approach is referred to as the inversion-recovery BS with the two-coil continuous ASL (IR-cASL) technique. The Bloch equations were modified to provide accurate CBF quantification at different levels of BS and for multislice acquisition where different slices have different degrees of BS and residual degree of labeling. Representative CBF maps of cASL and IR-cASL with labeling duration (LD) of 2 s are shown in [Figure 6a](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. By visual inspection, cASL and IR-cASL showed similarly good CBF contrast. Whole-brain CBF values were similar across different labeling durations \[[Figure 6b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\]. To quantify the potential improvement, temporal standard deviation (SD) maps of normalized perfusion contrast were analyzed pixel by pixel \[[Figure 6c](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\]. The whole-brain temporal SD for different LDs (from 1.4 s to 3.0 s) was plotted in [Figure 6d](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. The whole-brain temporal SD of IR-cASL was significantly (*P* \< 0.05) smaller than that of cASL for LD = 1.4-2.0 s because of the BS effect. At LD = 3.0 s, magnetization mostly recovered back to equilibrium and thus, IR-cASL and cASL yielded similar temporal SD as expected (*P* = 0.09). The temporal and spatial contrast-to-noise characteristics of basal CBF and CBF-based fMRI of hypercapnia stimulation in rats at 7 Tesla were also analyzed. IR-cASL yielded two times better temporal stability and 2.0-2.3 times higher functional contrast-to-noise ratios for hypercapnia stimulation compared with cASL without BS in the same animals. This technique has been applied in eye blood-flow images\[[@ref31]\] where vitreous signals were suppressed to improve retinal and choroidal blood flow sensitivities.

![(a) CBF images of cASL and IR-cASL acquisition (horizontal view) showed similarly good CBF contrast (b) CBF values versus labeling durations. Whole-brain CBF values were similar across different labeling durations. Scale bars indicate CBF units in mL/g/min (c) Temporal standard deviation maps of cASL and IR-cASL acquisition (LD = 2s) (d) Temporal standard deviations (SDs) of cASL and IR-cASL versus labeling durations. The whole-brain temporal SD of IR-cASL was significantly (P \< 0.05) smaller than that of cASL for LD = 1.4-2.0 s because of the BS effect. At LD = 3.0 s, magnetization mostly recovered toward equilibrium and thus, IR-cASL and cASL yielded similar temporal SD as expected (P = 0.09). Adapted from reference\[[@ref30]\]](BC-2-20-g006){#F6}

High spatial resolution cerebral blood flow {#sec2-2}
-------------------------------------------

The spatial resolution of MRI in animals is usually higher than that in human studies due to the smaller size of brains and therefore smaller coils and field of view. But it is still around 400\~200 μm. High spatial resolution CBF MRI could provide important information on CBF supply to the brain at the columnar and laminar levels. Shen *et al*. implemented a high-resolution (up to 50 × 38 μm^2^) CBF MRI protocol of the rat brain, created a digital CBF atlas, reported CBF values for 30+ brain structures based on the atlas, and explored applications of high-resolution CBF fMRI of forepaw stimulation.\[[@ref23]\] Excellent blood-flow contrasts were observed among different cortical and subcortical structures \[[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}\]. CBF MRI showed column-like alternating bright and dark bands in the neocortices, reflecting the layout of descending arterioles and ascending venules, respectively \[Figures [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}\]. CBF MRI also showed lamina-like alternating bright and dark layers across the cortical thicknesses, consistent with the underlying vascular density. CBF profiles across the cortical thickness showed two peaks in layers IV and VI and a shallow trough in layer V. Whole-brain CBF was about 0.89 mL/g/min, with the highest CBF values found among the neocortical structures (1 mL/g/min, range: 0.89-1.16 mL/g/min) and the lowest CBF values in the *corpus callosum* (0.32 mL/g/min), yielding a gray: white matter CBF ratio of 3.1. CBF fMRI responses peaked across layers IV--V, whereas the BOLD fMRI responses showed a peak in the superficial layers II-III. High-resolution basal CBF MRI, evoked CBF fMRI, and CBF brain atlas can be used to study neurological disorders (such as ischemic stroke). [Figure 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of the high-resolution (75 × 56 × 1000 μm^3^) CBF images of a stroke rat before and after reperfusion. During MCAO, regions of normal perfusion and hypoperfusion were heterogeneous. Recannulation was successful and perfusion image showed heterogeneous blood flow with regions of hypoperfusion (i.e., thalamus) and hyperperfusion (i.e., S2).

![Multislice high spatial resolution CBF images of a rat brain at 75 × 56 × 1,000 μm^3^ from one animal. Excellent blood-flow contrasts were observed among different cortical and subcortical structures. CBF MRI showed column-like alternating bright and dark bands in the neocortices, reflecting the layout of descending arterioles and ascending venules, respectively. Adapted from reference\[[@ref23]\]](BC-2-20-g007){#F7}

![Higher resolution CBF (a) images, and (b) profiles at 50 × 38 × 1,000 μm^3^ obtained using the smaller surface coil. In B, the distance from 0 μm to 2,000 μm is from cortical surface to corpus callosum boundary. Data were obtained from 4 animals (mean ± SD). CBF MRI showed lamina-like alternating bright and dark layers across the cortical thicknesses, consistent with the underlying vascular density. CBF profiles across the cortical thickness showed two peaks in layer IV and VI and a shallow trough in layer V. Adapted from reference\[[@ref23]\]](BC-2-20-g008){#F8}

![High-resolution CBF maps of a MCAO stroke rat before and after reperfusion. The rat was reperfused after 90-min CBF acquisition. During MCAO, regions of normal perfusion and hypoperfusion were heterogeneous. Recannulation was successful and perfusion image showed heterogeneous blood flow with regions of hypoperfusion (i.e., thalamus) and hyperperfusion (i.e., S2) (Unpublished data)](BC-2-20-g009){#F9}

Arterial spin labeling in mice {#sec2-3}
------------------------------

Continuous ASL MRI with a separate neck labeling coil provides a highly sensitive method to image CBF. In mice, however, this has not been possible because the proximity of the neck coil to the brain coil (\~1 cm from center to center) results in significantly saturate of the brain signal by the neck coil. To overcome this limitation, the cardiac spin labeling (CSL) technique is introduced in which the labeling coil is placed at the heart\'s position.\[[@ref32]\] To demonstrate its utility, CSL CBF was applied to image quantitative basal CBF and hypercapnia-induced CBF changes in mice. This approach provides a practical means to image CBF with high sensitivity in small animals, compares favorably to existing mouse CBF imaging techniques, and could broaden CBF applications in mice where many brain diseases and transgenic models are widely available. A small circular surface coil (ID = 1.1 cm) was placed on top of the head. A circular labeling coil (ID = 0.8 cm), built into the cradle, was placed at the heart\'s position for continuous CSL. The two coils were positioned parallel to each other, separated by 2 cm from center to center, and were actively decoupled. The heart label coil was a little bit off the center toward the left so that the mouse\'s heart could be right on top of the label coil. [Figure 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} shows multislice CBF images of a representative mouse brain at 100 × 100 × 1000 μm^3^ resolution. This technique has been used to measure cerebral,\[[@ref33]\] retinal, and choroidal\[[@ref34][@ref35][@ref36]\] blood flow in mice.

![Multislice mouse CBF images at 100 × 100 × 1,000 μm^3^. CBF images showed heterogeneous blood flow contrast, as expected. CBF is lower in the corpus callosum (white matter) compared to gray matter. Adapted from reference\[[@ref32]\]](BC-2-20-g010){#F10}

Conclusions and Future Perspectives {#sec1-5}
===================================

This review summarized the theories and applications of the most commonly used perfusion measurement methods: DSC and ASL. DSC has the advantages of fast acquisition and can be readily implemented (no special sequence and hardware required). The disadvantage of DSC is that it requires an exogenous contrast agent, which precludes repeated measurements. By contrast, ASL is completely noninvasive, requiring no exogenous contrast agent or ionizing radiation. Repeated measurements can be made, which can be used for dynamic studies (i.e., fMRI), averaging to enhance SNR and/or spatial resolution.

Some new developments of CBF techniques in animal models were also summarized. Many techniques related to perfusion imaging were not included such as flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR),\[[@ref37][@ref38]\] modulation of tissue and vessel (MOTIVE),\[[@ref39]\] vascular space occupancy (VASO),\[[@ref40][@ref41]\] and monocrystalline iron oxide nanocalloid (MION)-based CBV fMRI.\[[@ref42][@ref43]\] Many applications of CBF imaging, such as CBF imaging of traumatic brain injury (TBI)\[[@ref44]\] and progressive hypertension,\[[@ref45]\] were also not included. Readers interested in those topics can read related publications.

Future development of CBF imaging will include high spatial and/or temporal resolution CBF, faster ASL-CBF acquisition, three-dimentional CBF achieved by the use of higher-field systems, compressed sensing, view sharing, and parallel imaging. Perfusion territory mapping would also be a very important and valuable asset to the diagnosis of a number of cerebrovascular diseases (please see a detailed review\[[@ref46]\]).
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